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Electoral Wards Affected:

Specific Implications For:

City & Hunslet
Burmantofts and Richmond Hill
Rothwell
Garforth and Swillington

Equality and Diversity

Yes

Ward Members consulted

Community Cohesion
Narrowing the Gap

RECOMMENDATIONS:
12/04465/FU – DEFER AND DELEGATE APPROVAL to the Chief Planning Officer to
allow the expiry of the additional consultation period and to address any issues that
may arise during that period and subject to any conditions deemed necessary.
12/04466/LI – DEFER AND DELEGATE APPROVAL to the Chief Planning Officer to
allow the expiry of the additional consultation period and to address any issues that
may arise during that period, subject to any conditions deemed necessary and to
allow the application to be referred to the Secretary of State for the Department of
Communities and Local Government.

1.0

INTRODUCTION:

1.1

There are currently no formal flood defences along the River Aire in Leeds. Informal
defences are discontinuous and many are likely to fail in severe flood conditions. In

June 2007, January 2008 and again last winter, the city came very close to
experiencing major flooding. It has been estimated that 3,000 residential properties
and 500 businesses are within the flood plain of the River Aire within the study area
of the Flood Alleviation Scheme (FAS) and approximately £400 million of direct
damage would be caused by a major flood in Leeds. The Leeds Flood Alleviation
Scheme objectives have received wide spread support and is considered essential
to the City. The scheme has recently received funding support from Central
Government therefore after many years of planning the scheme can now be realised.
1.2

Executive Board agreed that the Council should take the lead role on a phased
project that initially seeks delivery of a 1 in 75 year standard of protection for the City
Centre from Leeds Station to Knostrop Cut by the end of 2016. Members have
previously agreed the first phase of the 1:75 year standard of protection, the removal
of the two existing weirs, Leeds Weir and Knostrop Weir, and a replacement with two
movable weirs. The phase considered under these current applications introduce
formal defences to a wider area with future phases that increase the standard of
protection to 1 in 200 years being considered at a later date.

1.3

The proposals under consideration in this report introduce flood defences (walls and
landscaping) at various points along the River Aire from Water Lane in Holbeck to
Woodlesford and also propose the removal of a section of Knostrop Cut. A preapplication presentation regarding these proposals was given to City Plans Panel on
9th May 2013, minutes of this meeting are provided at Appendix 1.

2.0

PROPOSAL:

2.1

The scheme includes the provision of flood defences (walls, embankments,
terracing) plus the removal of Knostrop Cut to merge the canal and River Aire.

2.2

The linear defences stretch along 3.5km of the River Aire in the City Centre and
0.7km of Hol Beck. Defences have been designed to reflect their immediate
surroundings and therefore vary throughout from brick and stone walls with glazed
inserts where appropriate, raised walkways and small pocket parks, new and
amended ramps/steps, flood gates, plus the use of gabion walls to a landscaped
embankment at Knostrop Cut. The defences vary in height from 0.4m to 1.5m with
the majority of defences 1.1m or lower. In most instances where the defences are
greater than 1.1m, ground levels are also raised locally to minimise the visible height
of the defence.

2.3

In some limited instances defences are also incorporated into existing buildings both
internally and externally and include the introduction of brick courses to existing
openings, the application of a transparent membrane and the introduction of flood
proof windows and doors.

2.4

The planning submission will also include the removal of 600m of Knostrop Cut to
allow the river and canal to merge and therefore increase conveyance and capacity.
The river will be re-graded. Elements of the cut are retained at either end to ensure
bridges are retained/provided across the river and canal. The heights of the
defences are much lower with Knostrop Cut removed. The removal of Knostrop Cut
requires the relocation of the Transpenine Trail (TPT), options are currently
submitted for the TPT to be located on either to left or right bank with the final
location agreed by condition.

2.5

To ensure the upstream work referred to above does not have an adverse impact
downstream, a linear defence is proposed at 1.4m high for approximately 670m and

0.5m high for a further 285m adjacent to the Juniper Avenue estate in Woodlesford.
This linear protection will be on the right bank and provide a 1 in 200 year standard
of protection. At Woodlesford Lock there will be short walls introduced adjacent to
an existing culvert set within a wooded area and adjacent to the car park.
2.6

Revised plans and additional information have recently been submitted in response
to representations made by officers, consultees and members of the public. The
revisions have been circulated to the interested parties and further comment is
awaited.

2.7

The applications are supported by the following:
 Detailed drawings.
 Design and Access Statement.
 Planning Supporting Statement.
 Environmental Statement incorporating chapters on water resources,
landscape and visual impact, heritage and waste.
 Transport Statement.
 Land Contamination Assessment.
 Utilities Statement.
 Flood Risk Assessment.

3.0

SITE AND SURROUNDINGS:

3.1

The proposed works take place along the embankments of the River Aire at various
locations from Water Lane in Holbeck to Woodlesford and at Knostrop Cut. The
works will be carried out within the Central Area, Holbeck and Eastern Riverside
Conservation Areas and affect a number of listed buildings.

3.2

There is a mix of residential and commercial properties throughout the affected
area. The Transpenine Trail stretches along Knostrop Cut.

4.0

RELEVANT PLANNING HISTORY:

4.1

12/04465/FU and 12/04466/LI: First phase of the FAS involving the removal of the
existing Leeds and Knostrop Weirs and replacement with movable weirs, approved
1/5/13 and 5/6/13 after being agreed at the 17/1/13 City Plans Panel.

5.0

HISTORY OF NEGOTIATIONS:

5.1

A flood defence scheme has been under consideration since 2008 with the process
previously being led by the EA. Due to funding difficulties it was agreed at
Executive Board in February 2012 that LCC would take the lead role in delivering
the phased scheme that initially provides a 1 in 75 year standard of protection for
the City Centre area. Council officers in Planning, Flood Risk Management,
Conservation and Highways have been involved in the process as have other
bodies including English Heritage.

5.2

At the January 17th 2013 City Panel Members resolved to defer and delegate
approval of full and listed building applications relating to replacement movable
weirs at Leeds Weir and Knostrop Weir.

5.3

A pre-application presentation relating to the defences and removal of Knostrop Cut
took place at the 9th May City Plans Panel.

6.0

PUBLIC/LOCAL RESPONSE:

6.1

The applications were advertised in the Yorkshire Evening Post 8/8/13 and site
notices were erected at a number of locations 2/8/13. Representations have been
received regarding the full application, 13/03191/FU.

6.2

Hilary Benn MP strongly supports the scheme.

6.3

Leeds Civic Trust strongly support the overall principle of the works and believe the
proposals are a significant improvement on the proposals of previous years
particularly the lower walls, incorporation of defences into buildings and provision of
seating. The Trust appreciate further detail will be provided and seek further clarity
regarding the location of the TPT, the proposals to split the lagoon at Victoria
Quays, the works at Neptune Street and Holbeck. The Trust letter is a ‘holding
objection’ until this further clarity is provided.

6.3

The Aire Rivers Trust has requested the needs of anglers be considered and that
consideration be given to removing debris.

6.4

Aire Action Leeds have provided detailed comments on a number of elements of the
scheme and generally seek lower walls and continued dialogue regarding the
relocation of the TPT. Aire Action state they have been involved in earlier
consultations regarding the proposals and appreciate the design have attempted to
keep the waterfront as accessible as possible.

6.5

The Rushbond Group strongly support the proposals but request issues raised
regarding the works around Centenary Bridge are followed up in the detailed design
and conditions.

6.6

The West Riding Branch of the Inland Waterways Association would like further
information regarding the relocation of the TPT.

6.6

Six further letters of representation raise the following issues/queries:
 Further information on the relocation of the TPT is requested.
 Objection to the walls and treatment to the lagoon at Victoria Quays.
 The proposals in Holbeck should reflect the extant planning permissions for
development.
 The alterations to the walkway at Neptune Street could attract anti-social
behaviour.
 What will the embankment look like following the removal of Knostrop Cut?
 Will the TPT be relocated before the cut removed?
 What is the schedule for the works?
 Will there be an increase in noise from the new movable weir?

6.7

With the exception of Hilary Benn MP, those who have commented on the original
submission have been re-consulted following the receipt of more detailed
information and revised plans.

7.0

CONSULTATIONS RESPONSES:

7.1

Statutory:

7.2

English Heritage: Further information is sought regarding to works to listed buildings
so a balanced judgement can be provided.

7.3

Environment Agency: The principle of development is supported; further information
is sought regarding some of the works to ensure there is no adverse impact on the
river corridor.

7.4

Canal and River Trust: No comment received to date.

7.5

Natural England: No objection.

7.6

Non-statutory:

7.7

Access: The proposals should ensure appropriate access is retained where possible
and new features are designed in accordance with British Standards.

7.8

Contaminated Land: No objection.

7.9

Flood Risk Management:
details.

7.10

Highways: No objection.

7.11

Public Rights of Way: A high quality replacement route for the TPT that follows the
river corridor should be provided. Further details of this route are requested.

7.12

West Yorkshire Archaeology:
recording.

7.13

Yorkshire Water: Yorkshire Water infrastructure must be fully considered in the
design.

8.0

PLANNING POLICIES:

8.1

Development Plan

8.2

UDPR Designation: The majority of the defences are located within the City Centre
and Eastern Riverside Conservation Areas. Knostrop Cut is within an area defined
as an urban green corridor.
GP5: Proposals should resolve detailed planning considerations.
BC7: Use of local materials in Conservation Areas.
BD6:
Extensions and alterations should respect scale, form, detailing.
N8: Protection of urban green corridors.
N17: Existing features of listed buildings should be retained, repaired or replaced if
missing.
N19: Development within or adjoining Conservation Areas should preserve/enhance
the character and appearance of the Conservation Area.
N49: Biodiversity protection.
A4: Development and refurbishment proposals should be designed to secure a safe
and secure environment, including proper consideration of access arrangements.

8.3

The Development Plan also includes the Natural Resources and Waste
Development Plan Document (2013):

8.4

National Planning Guidance

No objection subject to a condition requiring further

No objection subject to suitable archaeological

8.5

The National Planning Policy Framework (NPPF) came into force on 27th March
2012. The introduction of the NPPF has not changed the legal requirement that
applications for planning permission must be determined in accordance with the
development plan unless material considerations indicate otherwise. The policy
guidance in Annex 1 to the NPPF is that due weight should be given to relevant
policies in existing plans according to their degree of consistency with the NPPF.
The closer the policies in the plan to the policies in the Framework, the greater the
weight that may be given.

8.6

Emerging Policy

8.7

The Core Strategy sets out strategic level policies and vision to guide the delivery of
development investment decisions and the overall future of the district. On 26th April
2013 the Council submitted the Publication Draft Core Strategy to the Secretary of
State for examination An Inspector has been appointed and the draft plan is
currently being examined.

8.8

As the Publication Draft Core Strategy is currently being examined some weight
can be attached to the document and its contents recognising that the weight to be
attached may be limited by outstanding representations which have been made
which will be considered at the examination.

9.0

MAIN ISSUES





The need for the defences.
Visual amenity including the impact on the Conservation Area and Listed
Buildings.
Removal of Knostrop Cut.
Letters of Representation.

10.0

APPRAISAL

10.1

The need for the defences

10.2

There are currently no formal flood defences along the River Aire in Leeds. Informal
defences are discontinuous and many are likely to fail in severe flood conditions. In
June 2007, January 2008 and again last winter, the city came very close to
experiencing major flooding. It has been estimated that 3,000 residential properties
and 500 businesses are within the flood plain of the River Aire within the study area
of the Flood Alleviation Scheme (FAS) and approximately £400 million of direct
damage would be caused by a major flood in Leeds. The Leeds Flood Alleviation
Scheme objectives have received wide spread support and is considered essential
to the City. The scheme has recently received funding support from Central
Government therefore after many years of planning the scheme can now be
realised.

10.3

The Council has committed significant resources, including direct funding over many
years to ensure the delivery of a comprehensive flood protection scheme and these
current proposals form the second phase of that comprehensive scheme. The
movable weirs agreed by City Panel in January are the first phase of protection
whilst these applications relate to the second phase that complete a 1 in 75 year
standard of protection for the city centre (plus 1 in 200 year protection at
Woodlesford) and include the introduction of raised defences along the river corridor
and to Hol Beck and the removal of Knostrop Cut. Subject to funding, it is hoped
both the standard of protection and area protected will increase in years to come.

10.4

The protection of the city centre is considered essential to ensure it remains
attractive to investors and therefore secure continued economic growth.

10.5

Visual amenity including the impact on the Conservation Area

10.6

The proposed defences vary in their nature and have been designed to reflect the
existing landscape in terms of their design and materials. Defences are sensitively
incorporated into existing buildings where possible. Where new walls are required
the heights have been kept to a minimum with the majority at or below 1.1m. The
heights of the walls are also kept to relatively low levels due to advantages brought
about by the removal of Knostrop Cut and the introduction of the movable weirs. In
areas where the defence needs to be greater than 1.1m, ground levels have been
increased locally to reduce the height of the defence when viewed from the river
bank to reduce the visual impact and ensure views of the river are retained. Some
of the key interventions are discussed in more detail below. Overall the proposals
are well designed and located and preserve the character of the conservation areas
and listed buildings and in many instances serve to enhance the character of the
conservations areas.

10.7

Hol Beck

10.8

1m high walls are introduced to Hol Beck eastward from the viaduct at Bath Road.
These walls are no higher than the existing railings. These walls will extend all
around Hol Beck and be in stone and brick to match the surroundings.

10.9

The existing footbridges across Hol Beck act as blockages in times of flood and if
retained would require higher walls therefore all existing footbridges across Hol
Beck will be removed with the exception of the listed bridge opposite Marshall Court
(which will be slightly relocated) and the footbridge adjacent to the junction of Water
Lane and Globe Road. The retained bridges will be raised by 0.4-0.6m to ensure
they do not act as blockages. The FAS works will also be designed to
accommodate two new footbridges across Hol Beck that, in accordance with long
held urban design aspirations, enhance connectivity north-south through Holbeck
Urban Village when new developments on the cleared sites are realised.

10.10

Asda Multi-Storey Car Park

10.11

An area on the right bank behind the Asda HQ MSCP will be turned into a pocket
park with raised hard surfacing, new landscaping, seating, new railings and the
retention of the sandstone arch. These proposals will significantly improve a visual
prominent part of the river bank and create a new public amenity in the city centre.

10.12

Victoria Quays/Dock Street Weir

10.13 This location is particularly sensitive due to the proximity of residential properties to
the river’s edge and the lagoon that is a popular feature with residents. The existing
railings will be replaced with a 1.1m wall. However, to ensure a close visual
connection with the river is retained, large glass balustrade panels will be
incorporated into the wall.
10.14 In direct response to representations from local residents, the proposals have been
revised in this area and now propose a flood defence just behind the existing weir.
Previously the defence was set back within the lagoon and under the existing bridge

therefore the new proposals will have less of an impact on the residents’ amenity
and a reduced ecological impact on the lagoon itself.
10.15 Turlow Court/Neptune Street
10.16 In front of Turlow Court adjacent to the landing point of the Knight’s Way Bridge a
defence of almost 1.5m is required. If this defence was simply provided by a new
wall views of the river would be blocked and neighbours’ amenity reduced. To
overcome this issue, the existing sloping footpath is raised and leveled to reduce the
height of the wall to just 0.8m above the new ground levels. These changes to the
footway also include new seating areas and planting and will therefore significantly
enhance the appearance of this area. The proposals also provide for a new
pedestrian connection toward Neptune Street. It is considered this part of the FAS
will significantly enhance the character of this area, improve connectivity and the
pedestrian’s relationship with the river.
10.17 Woodlesford Juniper Avenue Estate
10.18 Adjacent to the Juniper Avenue estate (and narrow strip of undeveloped land) the
FAS proposes to introduce a new grassed embankment behind the existing tow path
that follows the line of the river before cutting away from the river to protect the
southeastern edge of the estate. The embankment will be grassed and will therefore
maintain the character of the area and to some extent improve the visual amenity of
the towpath by screening views of the cleared site between the towpath and housing
estate. A grassed flood storage area is also included to the southeast of the estate
that will store surface water drainage from the wider Woodlesford catchment. The
embankment provides a 1 in 200 year standard of protection and therefore offers a
high level of protection for this residential estate.
10.19 Conservation Area and Listed Buildings
10.20 The proposals affect a number of listed buildings and parts of the Holbeck, Eastern
Riverside and Central Area Conservation Areas. As highlighted above, the new
defences are designed to complement their surroundings through their design,
location and choice of materials to minimise the visual impact. By ensuring an
appropriate design the defences will preserve the character of the conservation
areas and in many instances, where new landscape features are introduced or
existing unsightly features removed, will enhance the character of the conservations
areas.
10.21 The works to the listed buildings are relatively minor and will not adversely affect the
character or setting of those structures. The listed bridge in Holbeck is to be raised
by approximately 500mm and slightly relocated. This bridge has an industrial
appearance with an uncomplicated design and the proposed works will have no
adverse impact. Other alterations to listed buildings will be largely imperceptible and
subject to the finer detail sought by condition and are considered acceptable.
10.22 Removal of Knostrop Cut
10.23 To increase conveyance and capacity in the river and allow for the walls within the
city centre to be lower, a section of Knostrop Cut is proposed to be removed and
therefore the river and canal merged for approximately 600m and the river would be
re-graded. Material removed from the cut/river will be reused where possible within
the scheme or be disposed of at the Canal and Rivers Trust dredging facility at
Woodlesford. An upstream section of the cut (approx. 80m in length) will be retained

where there is the existing pedestrian bridge that connects with Old Mill
Lane/Atkinson Hill. The following 600m will be removed to approximately 200mm
upstream of the existing Knostrop Weir.
10.24 The removal of part of Knostrop Cut allows the walls in the City Centre to be on
average 30cm lower. The real benefit is in terms of the overall length of walls as the
removal of the cut means that in many places there is no longer a need for a formal
defence therefore there is a reduction in the length of the defences by 814m, and a
reduction the length of defences that are greater than 1.2m in height by 338m which
is of significant benefit to the City Centre. The benefits in removing Knostrop cut, in
terms of reduced water level, extend as far upstream as Leeds railway station.
10.25 Relocation of the Transpenine Trail (TPT)
10.26 The removal of a section of the cut will require the removal of some mature trees and
the relocation of the TPT to somewhere else within the application boundary. The
original submission proposed to relocate the TPT to the left bank via a new
footbridge from the retained upstream section and new footbridge just upstream from
the existing weir. However, in recent weeks negotiations have advanced with the
Canal and Rivers Trust who own the land on the right bank regarding relocating the
TPT on the towpath. As a result options are being explored to relocate the TPT on
either the left or right bank and the recently submitted proposals that are currently
out for consultation provides details of both scenarios.
10.27 The relocation to the left bank requires a new footbridge and would weave its way
through mature landscaping and the alignment of the relocated TPT would need to
reflect future development aspirations for the land on the left bank. Subject to
detailed tree and ecology studies to ensure the least sensitive route, the relocation to
the left bank would be acceptable in principle as it would maintain the TPT route
close to the existing and retain a close connection with the river whilst the new
bridge would provide different views of the river and could be an attraction in its own
right.
10.28 The relocation to the right bank would largely follow the existing towpath and
therefore be immediately adjacent to the canal/river. This route would have less of
an impact on existing vegetation and ecology and avoid the need to construct a
bridge.
10.29 The relocation of the TPT has probably generated the greatest level of interest and
comment regarding the proposals therefore the FAS team is continuing to explore
the possibilities to ensure the best solution can be achieved. It may not be possible
to find the most appropriate solution in the immediate future therefore it is proposed
that officers continue to negotiate an acceptable approach for both options during the
application stage and a condition that requires full details of the final solution to be
submitted and agreed.
10.30

Letters of representation

10.31

The majority of the comments in the letters of representation have been addressed
above with many requesting further information on the relocation of the TPT and
other aspects of the FAS. This additional information has been submitted and
interested parties re-consulted. Further comments are awaited and will be
considered in due course.

10.32

Anglers have been considered as part of the proposals and will not be adversely
affected. In many instances access to the river has been improved therefore it is
hoped the presence of anglers at the rivers continues to increase.

10.33

The proposals at Hol Beck will ensure the urban design and pedestrian connectivity
aspirations for the area can still be delivered and officers from the FAS team have
been involved in recent discussions with the landowners and their representatives to
ensure the FAS scheme does not prevent future development.

10.34

The new footway, landscaping and seating areas at Turlow Court/Neptune Street
are considered to significantly improve the character of this area. Public routes
currently existing in the area within close proximity to the residential properties and
the proposed FAS works are not considered to increase any threat to anti-social
behaviour. The FAS team have confirmed they have received additional comments
from the managing agents of Turlow Court stating they are supportive of the new
walkway through to Neptune Street.

10.35

The existing landscaping and ecology at Knostrop Cut will be retained and protected
as much as is practically possible to ensure its character and appearance is
preserved. Full details of any works to the embankment will be required by
condition.

10.36

The movable weirs do not form part of this application but it can be confirmed that
water will flow in a similar manner as existing therefore noise levels will be similar
and do not raise amenity concerns.

11.0

CONCLUSION

11.1

The proposed scheme is the second phase of a major project that will help protect
Leeds City Centre from flooding and therefore prevent significant physical and
economic damage. The scheme will incorporate defences that are designed to
complement their surroundings and retain a visual connection with river and
preserve the character of listed buildings and conservation areas. The defences
ensure pedestrian connectivity is retained either on existing routes or as close as
possible to those existing routes and preserve the character and appearance of
listed buildings. The relocation of the TPT will continue to be examined in depth to
ensure an acceptable solution. Revised plans have recently been submitted in
response to comments of consultees and the public and Members are therefore
requested to agree the scheme in principle and the recommendation to defer and
delegate final approval to allow the expiry of the additional consultation period and
any new issues to be addressed.

12.0

BACKGROUND PAPERS

12.1

Application files 13/03191/FU and 13/03192/LI.

12.2

Notice served on fifty different landowners.

APPENDIX 1 – Minutes of the 9th May 2013 City Panel relating to the Flood
Alleviation Scheme
Further to minute 59 of the City Plans Panel meeting held on 17th January 2013, where Panel approved in principle
applications which would implement the first phase of the city’s Flood Alleviation Scheme (FAS), Members
considered pre-application proposals for the FAS from Leeds Station to Knostrop Weir. Members considered a
report of the Chief Planning Officer and received a presentation on the proposals by the applicant’s consultants
Members were informed of the extent of the protection which would be from the railway station in the city
centre to Thwaites Mill and at Woodlesford and Holbeck
The scheme would combine walls, riverside walls, landscaping and modifications to existing buildings to make
them watertight, with the proposals being guided by the Design Vision and Guide
There would be approximately 2km of linear defences, with 1200m being in the city centre. The majority of
the defences were below 1.2m in height and this was seen as a key benefit
At Holbeck, the intention was to retain the open aspect of the area and provide a wall where there were
currently railings
At the Asda site, there would be approximately 600mm high walls and a small city park would be incorporated
opposite the city arches
Navigation Walk was a sensitive area and 1.1m high walls were being considered at this location; these being a
glazed flood wall, something which was being increasingly used to provide a defence whilst maintaining connectivity
to the waterfront
At Roberts Wharf, local ground levels would be raised whilst ensuring this was DDA compliant
At Knostrop Cut, there would be the removal of a 600m length of Knostrop Cut to merge the canal and
river. By doing this, the extent and height of the linear defences needed would be reduced. A section of the
Transpennine Trail would need to be realigned but this would provide an opportunity to create a biodiverse area on
the left bank
At Woodlesford, a 1 – 1.3m high grassed embankment was proposed
In terms of materials and finishes the approach was to design a flood wall specifically for its location so a range
of materials such as sandstone paving, resin-bonded gravel and tegular block paving was proposed. Where brick was
used this would reflect the colour of existing brickwork and would be enhanced by glazing and glass
inserts. Wherever possible existing materials would be retained and reused. The change of character beyond Rose
Wharf to a more rural setting would also be reflected in the materials selected with resin-bonded natural stone and
earth banks being envisaged
Members commented on the following matters:
 whether the works at Woodlesford would complement the works needed for HS2
 that whilst less intrusive defences were welcomed, there was concern that some of these were too
low and that river safety had to be considered
 concern about the removal of part of Knostrop Cut and whether this would have an impact on the
navigability of the river
 that water turbines should be provided rather than Archimedes’ screw
The following responses were provided:
 that proposals for HS2 had only recently been put forward and would take some time to be
delivered; that the defences at Woodlesford were the first to be provided and that HS2 would
need to respect what was in place
 that safety had been considered and low guard rails would also be provided
 that navigation of the river would not be affected by the removal of part of Knostrop Cut as
capacity was not being built but conveyance was, i.e. how quickly water reached the city
 that Archimedes’ screw was proposed as it was the most economic solution
The Chair stated that a site visit by boat should be arranged when
the applications were ready for determination, in order to properly understand and appreciate the proposals
Members welcomed the scheme, particularly the use of a range of
materials which respected and enhanced the riverside, although the need for good finishes to achieved was stressed
RESOLVED - To note the report, the presentation and the comments now made
During consideration of this matter, Councillors Leadley and Hardy left the meeting

13/03191/FU
13/03192/FU
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